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Law and Literature 1995-05-26
the emergence of an interdisciplinary study of law and literature is one of the most exciting theoretical developments taking place in north america and
britain in law and literature possibilities and perspectives ian ward explores the educative ambitions of the law and literature movement and its already
established critical ethical and political potential he reveals the law in literature and the literature of law in key areas of literature from shakespeare to
beatrix potter to umberto eco and from feminist literature to children s literature to the modern novel drawing out the interaction between rape law and the
handmaid s tale and the psychology of english property law and the tale of peter rabbit this original book defines the developing state of law and literature
studies and demonstrates how the theory of law and literature can illuminate the literary text

Possibilities of Perception 2013-07-25
jennifer church presents a new account of perception which shows how imagining alternative perspectives and possibilities plays a key role in creating and
validating experiences of self evident objectivity she explores the nature of moral perception and aesthetic perception and argues that perception can be
both literal and substantive

Possibilities Mind 2001
with the mathematics of unequality the possibilities mind gives us the first real theory of science for understanding and applying the unfinished state of
creation from the grounbreaking series by dr robert carkhuff and dr bernard berenson

Cross-Cultural Perspectives on the (Im)Possibility of Global Bioethics 2013-11-21
the contributions to this volume grew out of papers presented at an international conference individual community society bioethics in the third millennium
held in hong kong special administrative region of the people s republic of china between 25 28 may 1999 the conference was organized by the centre for
comparative public management and social policy and ethics in contemporary china research group in the faculty of humanities and social sciences at the
city university of hong kong the conference brought together scholars from east and west to investigate the challenges to caring and to traditional moral
authorities that would confront bioethics in the third millennium they explored the implications of moral loss and moral diversity in post traditional and post
modern societies and how these would shape the character of medical care and bioethics discourse in the new era a proceedings volume under the same
title of individual community society bioethics in the third millennium was published in may 1999 for the conference meeting

The (Im)possibility of Forgiveness 2019-09-10
the findings from this study go beyond biblical theological scholarship on forgiveness dion forster boldly succeeds in showing that creating conditions for
deeper human connection transforms impossibility into possibility and shines a light on the face of the other who can now be forgiven pumla gobodo
madikizela professor and research chair of historical trauma and transformation stellenbosch university dion forster refuses to accept the conclusion that
understandings of forgiveness may be so different and complex across social racial and cultural groups in south africa that actual forgiveness may be
impossible using matthew 18 15 35 as a meeting ground he gathers ordinary methodist christians for cross cultural intergroup bible reading he draws upon
the philosophical integral theory of ken wilber the insights of intergroup contact theory and the methods of critical biblical exegesis to organize analyse and
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understand this encounter what emerges is a hopeful conclusion that differing conceptions of forgiveness its challenges and possibilities can be understood
shared and perhaps actualized across social racial and cultural barriers bruce c birch dean and professor of biblical theology wesley theological seminary
reading dion forster on the im possibility of forgiveness i was once again struck by our desperate need to learn more about ourselves and one another but
also about the meaning of forgiveness in our respective communities this is an excellent example of the potential of intercultural bible reading forster not
only makes an outstanding academic contribution with implications for new testament studies systematic and public theology but also for flesh and blood
communities wrestling with the possibilities and perils of forgiveness juliana claassens professor of old testament studies and head of department chair of
the gender unit stellenbosch university this book deals with contested and topical matters biblical hermeneutics has always been contested how to read
and understand biblical passages things become even more contested when such passages are read inter culturally they become even more contested
when the words are about contested personal and social issues like jesus words on forgiveness in matthew 18 empirical studies like this show how deeply
contested such readings truly are in the context of south african churches with their painful histories of division and conflict future academic work will
therefore benefit from the creative and careful methodological approach developed in this study however this book offers much more than academic
promise precisely because of the theme so topical today and without doubt topical for a long time to come and in many other places in our contemporary
world as well forster offers resources for reading and conversation for everyone concerned with public life today this is public theology in action showing
how faith matters without prescribing answers but rather by invitation to join an informed discussion dirk j smit the rimmer and ruth devries professor of
reformed theology and public life princeton theological seminary

A Pedagogy of Possibility 1999
in a book that itself exemplifies the dialogic scholarship it proposes kay halasek reconceives composition studies from a bakhtinian perspective focusing on
both the discipline s theoretical assumptions and its pedagogies framing her discussions at every level of the discipline theoretical historical pedagogical
halasek provides an overview of portions of the bakhtinian canon relevant to composition studies explores the implications of mikhail bakhtin s work in the
teaching of writing and for current debates about the role of theory in composition studies and provides a model of scholarship that strives to maintain
dialogic balance between practice and theory between composition studies and bakhtinian thought halasek s study ranges broadly across the field of
composition painting in wide strokes a new picture of the discipline focusing on the finer details of the rhetorical situation and teasing out the implications
of bakhtinian thought for classroom practice by examining the nature of critical reading and writing the efficacy and ethics of academic discourse student
resistance and critical and conflict pedagogy the book ends by setting out a pedagogy of possibility what halasek terms elsewhere a post critical pedagogy
that redefines and redirects current discussions of home versus academic literacies and discourses

Inclusion in Schools 2021
the 2018 west virginia teachers strike in the usa exemplifies the changing shape of dissent and protest in the digital age the use of social media has
changed the ways such events develop offering new tools for organizing strategizing generating large numbers of participants and for communicating
crucial information

Toward New Possibilities for Library and Information Science 2023-03-01
a wilderness of possibilities brings together eleven essays exemplifying the changing place of urdu in today s world written by specialists in the field they
discuss diverse aspects of urdu and persian literature and poetry between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries while the focus is mainly on urdu poetry
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offering a comprehensive introduction to the sociology culture and politics of its enchanting and complex world the volume also includes essays on
travelogues print journalism and a play the first part explores the divergent social and political spaces that urdu literature has occupied through the
centuries while the second part critiques the paradigms that have informed urdu literary history and point to new methodologies of reading the book will
interest scholars and students of south asian cultural history and literary studies as well as general readers interested in the subject

Free Will: Libertarianism, alternative possibilities, and moral responsibility 2005
challenging future practice possibilities examines influences that are maintaining the status quo and others that are pushing interest driven change

A Wilderness of Possibilities 2009-05-25
in this latest book by the award winning author of the hugely influential male daughters female husbands ifi amadiume propels gender relations beyond
dichotomies and discriminations and towards a power sharing argument in discourse contestation and resistance representing the culmination of over 40
years of ground breaking work on notions of matriarchy at the intersection of the igbo african universe and the western capitalist reality amadiume sets
forth a blueprint for a bold new matriarchitarianism critiquing all forms of social injustice with a shared matriarchal relational humanism in each chapter of
the book amadiume applies these principles to a dazzling array of subjects from religious leadership kinship and family relations to sexuality creative
writing and matters of conscience in race class and gender african possibilities explodes our notions of matriarchy into original and compelling arguments
and offers a radical alternative approach to the world s entrenched injustices

Challenging Future Practice Possibilities 2019-03-25
do you want to be happier more peaceful and more content in your everyday life and career then this book is for you discover 8 tips to manifest all of that
and more you will come away with so many simple ideas that will make your life more satisfying and enjoyable

Facets of Transformational Education 2024
this book brings together mobilities and possibility studies by arguing that the possible emerges in our experience in and through acts of movement
physical social and symbolic the basic premise that mobility begets possibility is supported with evidence covering a wide range of geographic and
temporal scales first in relation to the evolution of our species and the considerable impact of mobility on the emergence and spread of prehistoric
innovations second considering the circulation of people things and creative ideas throughout history third in view of migrations that define an individual
life course and its numerous im possibilities and fourth in the inner psychological movements specific for our wandering and wondering minds this is not
however a romantic account of how more mobility is always better or leads to increased creativity and innovation after all movement can fail in opening up
new possibilities and innovations can cause harm or reduce our agency and yet at an ontological level the fact remains that it is only by moving from one
position to another that we develop novel perspectives on the world and find alternative ways of acting and being at this foundational level mobilities
engender possibilities and the latter in turn fuel new mobilities this interplay examined throughout the book should be of interest for researchers and
practitioners working on mobility migration creativity innovation cultural diffusion life course approaches and more generally on the possibilities embedded
in mobile lives
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African Possibilities 2024-02-22
this book was published in 2003 this book explores an important issue within the free will debate the relation between free will and moral responsibility in
his seminal article alternate possibilities and moral responsibility harry frankfurt launched a vigorous attack on the standard conception of that relation
questioning the claim that a person is morally responsible for what she has done only if she could have done otherwise since then frankfurt s thesis has
been at the center of philosophical discussions on free will and moral responsibility moral responsibility and alternative possibilities edited by david
widerker and michael mckenna draws together the most recent work on frankfurt s thesis by leading theorists in the area of free will and responsibility as
the majority of the essays appear here for the first time moral responsibility and alternative possibilities offers the newest developments in this important
debate

Peace, Possibilities and Perspective 2021-01-09
this book elaborates the author s original metaphysics panenmentalism focusing on novel aspects of the singularity of any person among these aspects
integrated in a systematic view are love and singularity private intersubjective and public accessibility multiple personality freedom of will akrasia a way
out of the empiricist rationalist conundrum the possibility of god and some major moral questions

Mobilities and Human Possibility 2020-08-26
this book offers a holistic practitioner and research based perspective on english language teaching and teacher education in difficult circumstances in
addition to extending the current conceptualization of difficult circumstances in elt to include the broader policy issues that may affect elt in low to mid
income countries the book focuses on the challenges faced by practitioners and learners in contexts of confinement conflict and special education the
chapters in this collection examine the challenges and problems that emerge from the complex current elt environment and present examples of
contextualized inquiry based strategies and interventions to address these challenges underlining the need to extend the boundaries of the discipline of elt
to include teaching learning in less privileged contexts this wide ranging volume will appeal to students scholars and practitioners of english language
teaching

Moral Responsibility and Alternative Possibilities 2018-01-12
an exploration of hypothetical turning points in history from ancient greece to september 11 what if history as we know it had run another course touching
on alternate histories of the future and the past or uchronias a past of possibilities encourages deeper consideration of watershed moments in the course of
history wide ranging in scope it examines the boxer rebellion in china the 1848 revolution in france and the assassination of archduke franz ferdinand in
1914 and integrates science fiction history historiography sociology anthropology and film in probing the genre of literature and history that is fascinated
with hypotheticals surrounding key points in history quentin deluermoz and pierre singaravélou reach beyond a mere reimagining of history exploring the
limits and potentials of the futures past from the most bizarre fiction to serious scientific hypothesis they provide a survey of the uses of counterfactual
histories methodological issues on the possible in social sciences and practical proposals for using alternate histories in research and the wider public
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Singularity and Other Possibilities 2021-11-08
the field of strategic management is facing new challenges as two phenomena sustainability and information and communication technologies have altered
the classic pillars of business strategy these far reaching changes require companies to make rapid adaptations in order to achieve optimal situations which
can no longer be developed as they did in the past to help academics and managers understand the new fields of study and research within strategic
management javier martínez falcó assistant professor at the university of alicante has written a groundbreaking book new perspectives and possibilities in
strategic management in the 21st century between tradition and modernity this book is an essential guide for reflection and critique offering insights into
the new currents and challenges of the discipline shedding light on the modernization of strategies in the corporate world it addresses the renewal and
future directions of the field covering topics such as sustainability circular economy green innovation and information and communication technologies
including blockchain big data artificial intelligence and iot the book serves as a must read for academics academic students and policymakers interested in
gaining a deeper understanding of current issues impacting deliberate business planning and organization it also serves as a valuable support material for
undergraduate and master s business students providing a comprehensive understanding of the new fields of study in the discipline this book is an
excellent addition to any academic collection and offers a thought provoking perspective on strategic management

International Perspectives on Teaching English in Difficult Circumstances 2018-11-17
latin america plays an increasingly important role in the development of modern christianity yet it has been underrepresented in current scholarship on
religion and science in this first book on the subject contributors explore the different ways that religion and science relate to each other

A Past of Possibilities 2021-10-12
how has the dominant social scientific paradigm limited our understanding of the impact of inherited economic resources social privilege and sociocultural
practices on multigenerational inequality in what ways might multiple forces of social difference haunt quantitative measurements of ability such as the sat
building on new materialist philosophy inheriting possibility rethinks methods of quantification and theories of social reproduction in education
demonstrating that test performance results and parenting practices convey the impact of materially and historically contingent patterns of differential
possibility ezekiel j dixon román explores the dualism of nature and culture that has undergirded theories of inheritance social reproduction and human
learning and development research and debate on the reproduction of power relations have rested on a premise that nature is made up of fixed universals
on which the creative intellective and discursive play of culture are based drawing on recent work in the physical and biological sciences dixon román
argues that nature is culture he contends that by assuming a rigid nature culture binary we ultimately limit our understanding of how power relations are
reproduced through innovative analyses of empirical data and cultural artifacts dixon román boldly reconsiders how we conceptualize the processes of
inheritance and approach social inquiry in order to profoundly sharpen understanding and address the reproducing forces of inequality

New Perspectives and Possibilities in Strategic Management in the 21st Century: Between
Tradition and Modernity 2023-07-28
this book is a comprehensive analysis of turkish foreign policy through the concept of middle power the author explores why and how turkey has
constructed middle power identity based on liberal foreign policies in order to illuminate the change in post cold war turkish state identity in relation to
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foreign policy behaviors the author further explores state identity and how changes of circumstances norms state self perception and the perceptions of
others effects that identity this is done first through a policy analysis of turgut Özal necmettin erbakan and İsmail cem and second through an examination
of akp s foreign policy experiences and ideas especially in relation to ahmet davutoğlu

Moral Adventure 2022
power has been a defining and constitutive theme of adult education scholarship for over a century and is a central concern of many of the most famous
and influential thinkers in the field adult education has been particularly interested in how an analysis of power can be used to support transformative
learning and democratic participation in a fragile and interdependent world these questions are more important than ever the aim of this collection is to
offer an analysis of power and possibility in adult education which acknowledges analyzes and responds to the complexity and diversity that characterizes
contemporary education and society power and possibility adult education in a diverse and complex world explores the topic of power and possibility
theoretically historically and practically through a range of perspectives and in relation to varied areas of interest within contemporary adult education it is
concerned with addressing how power works in and through adult education today by exploring what has changed in recent years and what is shaping and
driving policy alongside this the book explores ways of theorizing learning power and transformation that builds and extends adult education philosophy in
particular it takes up the themes of diversity and solidarity and explores barriers and possibilities for change in relation to these themes

Latin American Perspectives on Science and Religion 2015-10-06
a prominent theologian explores what it means to be human preeminent scholar and theologian ingolf dalferth offers mature reflections on what it means
to be human a topic at the forefront of contemporary christian thought dalferth argues that humans should be defined not as deficient beings who must
compensate for the weaknesses of their biological nature by means of technology morals media religion and culture but as creatures of possibility he
understands human beings by reference to their capacity to live a truly humane life dalferth explores the sheer gratuitousness of god s agency in justifying
and sanctifying the human person defining humans not by what we do or achieve but by god s creative and saving action in the gospel we are set free to
interact with the world and creation

Inheriting Possibility 2017-08-01
for kierkegaard the most important thing in life is to become a single individual or a true self we are all born as human beings but this makes us only
members of a crowd not true selves to become a true self we must transcend what we are at any given time and orient ourselves to the possible and to the
actuality of the possible to which all that is possible owes itself true selves exist only in becoming they are fragile and that is their strength they are not
grounded by their own activities but in a reality extra se the flip side of which is a deep passivity that underlies all their activity and allows them to
continually leave themselves and move beyond their respective actualities toward the new and the possible therefore without the passion of possibility
there is no truly single individual this study of kierkegaard s post metaphysical theology outlines his existential phenomenology of the self by exploring in
three parts what kierkegaard has to say about the sense of self finitude uniqueness self interpretation and alienation about selfless passion anxiety trust
hope and true love and about how to become a true self a christian in christendom and a neighbor of god s neighbors
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Possibilities and Perspectives of Indigenous Peoples with Regard to Consultations and
Agreements Within the Mining Sector in Latin America and the Caribbean 2002
this book provides an opportunity for researchers professionals and practitioners working directly with gifted individuals to engage with and examine the
concept of underachievement of highly capable and talented individuals from different perspectives

The Possibility and Limit of Liberal Middle Power Policies 2017-12-13
for more than two decades feminist activists in the caribbean have been researching teaching writing and collaborating with organisations and groups at all
levels to improve the status of women and to protect and advance their rights this volume gender in the 21st century commemorates the pioneering work
of feminists scholars and activists by reflecting on some of the major issues which have engaged them and influenced their scholarship and work since the
early 1980s it also addresses issues at the cutting edge of gender and development studies adopting a strong policy focus for treating current social and
gender inequity finally the volume looks to the future and speculates on the place of gender in the academy as well as its outreach and provides a unique
opportunity to explore with highly respected and renowned scholars aspects of the present state of gender studies and prospects for the future of this
dynamic area of scholarship

Power and Possibility 2019-11-26
this book focuses on edmund husserl s philosophical collaboration with eugen fink which took place in the early 1930s and shows how their disagreement
over the nature origin and aim of phenomenology led to a crucial divergence on the issue of who was engaging in phenomenology and with what
motivation it provides a philosophical investigation of a key moment in the development of husserl s late phenomenology the author claims that husserl s
meta phenomenological exploration of the theoretical and importantly practical underpinnings of the transcendental investigator leads him to affirm their
humanity and ultimately to adopt an ethically charged ideal of higher humanity as telos of phenomenology fink argued that phenomenology was essentially
an activity beyond the horizon of human possibility and history in contrast džanić illustrates how husserl was looking for a way to theoretically unite the
purity of transcendental insight with the existential reality and practical motives of the phenomenologist understanding the complex aspects of this debate
is crucial for understanding the crisis period of husserl s thought this text appeals to graduate students and researchers in phenomenology and related
fields of philosophy

Creatures of Possibility 2016-11-15
corporations and the environments in which they operate are complex with changing multiple dimensions and an inherent capacity to evolve qualitatively a
central premise of this study is that a postmodern reading of ethics represents an expression of and an engagement with the ethical complexities that
define the business landscape in particular the deconstructive philosophy of jacques derrida offers a non trivial reading of a complex notion of ethics and
thereby helps us to develop the skills necessary to critique and intervene in our practices and to develop robust strategies for living in the absence of
prescriptive ethical frameworks although a central premise of this study is that substantive ethical claims can only be generated within a given context the
study nevertheless presents readers with a meta position that illustrates the type of considerations that should inform ethical reflection from a complexity
perspective in order to illustrate the value that this meta position holds for business ethics these considerations are explored in terms of the implications
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that they hold for our understanding of corporate social responsibility for the practice of responsible management and leadership practices and for teaching
business ethics

Our Context 1988-01-01
how can teachers ensure a pedagogy of possibility underpinned by social justice and what has literacy got to do with this this book explores the positive
synergies between critical literacy and place conscious pedagogy through rich classroom research it introduces and demonstrates how a synthesis of
insights from theories of space and place and literacy studies can underpin the design and enactment of culturally inclusive curriculum for diverse student
communities and illustrates how making place and space the objects of study provide productive resources for teachers to design enabling pedagogical
practices that extend students literate repertoires the argument is that systematic study of and engagement with specific elements of place can enable
students academic learning and literacy literacy place and pedagogies of possibility is informed by critical literacy place conscious pedagogy and spatial
theory is richly illustrated with examples from classroom research including teacher and student artifacts provides new directions for classroom practice in
critical literacy this novel combination of multidisciplinary theory and classroom research extends previous work in critical literacy pedagogy drawing on
two decades of ethnographic and collaborative inquiry in classrooms situated in culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms

The Passion of Possibility 2023-02-20
resolves the fundamental debate between cognitivists and social constructionists concerning the metaphysics of human psychology and offers new insights
into therapy education and creativity

Underachievement in Gifted Education 2023-08
this book highlights the possibilities and complexities of putting decolonial theory to work in higher education in northern and southern contexts across the
globe it was originally published as a special issue of the journal teaching in higher education

Young People in Asia 1993
this series provides a forum for cutting edge studies in logic and the modern philosophy of language as well as for publications in the field of analytical
metaphysics

Gender in the 21st Century 2004

Transcendental Phenomenology as Human Possibility 2023-02-09
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Niche Tourism in Question 2003

On the (Im)Possibility of Business Ethics 2012-11-02

Literacy, Place, and Pedagogies of Possibility 2015-07-30

The Psychology of Human Possibility and Constraint 1999-01-01

Possibilities and Complexities of Decolonising Higher Education 2023-03

Pros and Cons of Initiating Negotiations with Japan to Explore the Possibility of a U.S.-Japan
Free Trade Area Agreement 1988

Possibility and Reality 2013-05-02
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